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Introduction
Regional Arts NSW (RANSW) is the peak body for the 14 Regional Arts Development
Organisations (RADO) (“the Network”). RANSW has represented and supported the work of
the RADOs for over 22 years since e major structural changes were made to the Arts
Council of NSW following the McDonnell Review of 1996 and the devolution of arts and
cultural decision making to the regions through the establishment of the Network.
In preparing this response to the Create NSW Discussion Paper (“the Paper”), RANSW has
consulted broadly with the Executive Directors of the RADOs, the Chairs of the RADOs and
held an interim Board meeting in order to develop a position.
All these meetings have indicated that there is strong support from the majority of RADOs for
RANSW not to be de-funded under the proposed Options 2 and 3 but continue to deliver its
services to the Network and looks for ways broaden its collaborations across State agencies
for the benefit of regional and rural NSW. This strong support from the Chairs and EDs of
the RADOs emphasising the integral role that RANSW plays in the regional Network
indicates that Create NSW may not fully comprehend the function of the peak body and
service organisation. A detailed outline of the structure and services of RANSW is attached
at the end of this response.
RANSW Board is very disappointed that the Create NSW response to our continued
lobbying for additional funding for the RADOs is to defund their peak organisation. It was
understood that RANSW was to be included as part of this review and the Board reasonably
expected a more expansive consultation process prior to the discussion paper being
released. The Options put forward in the Paper appear to be a response to a budgetary
issue to increase funds to the RADOs rather than a thorough analysis of RANSW’s services
and functions and the Network’s needs.
It is also troubling that this review is taking place during a pandemic which has dramatically
changed the way in which everyone is working and developing new solutions that could well
continue in a post-pandemic world. It is also short sighted to look at the financial diversity of
the RADOs’ income as a single year snapshot, where there are variations over a period of
years that reflect whether grant applications are successful or not. RANSW has conducted
an annual survey of the financial sources of the Network since 2006 and has a longer-term
picture of the growth in council and project funding, which we are more than willing to share
with Create.
RANSW is a nimble organisation that responds quickly to the needs of the Network while
acknowledging the changing external environment; changes to governments, policies and
regulations. By way of example, new ways of working developed during the pandemic that
have led to improved practices and connections will continue to be implemented in the
future. While this is not a substitute for face to face contact, increased connectivity using
digital solutions has already enhanced engagement within the Network. The costs of travel
that would make more than one meeting prohibitive are eliminated through using digital
meeting spaces. The RANSW Advisory Council which meets face to face annually has now
met three times via Zoom, all RANSW Board meetings have been held via Zoom since
March with an interim meeting called to prepare the Board’s position for this discussion
paper. The Network’s communications officers are now meeting monthly with outcomes in
skill sharing, expanding our reach and messaging and responding to identified training
needs.
The RANSW Board and the RADOs strongly believe that there is a larger role for RANSW to
play in the State. We believe we have the capacity to inform and support the NSW
Government agencies across portfolios as it rebuilds regional economies and communities
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following this devastating year of natural disasters and the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic.

Response to the Discussion Paper
In response to the options outlined in this Paper and reflecting the view of the Network we
represent, RANSW rejects options 2 and 3. Again after consulting with the RADO Network
including the Chairs we support a variation to option1, referred to below as Option 4.
Option 4.
• Maintain the core funding to RANSW of $455,000 pa in order to continue to deliver
the services to the Network as outlined in the following Attachment 1.
•

Reallocate the funding for Artstate $200,000pa and CASP $250,000 pa to the
RADOs to enable an increase to their core funding in the immediate term. This would
include a proportion of the funds to run a micro grants program as best fits the needs
of artists and cultural organisaiton in their regions and to use the balance as best fits
the operations and goals of each region.

It needs to be noted that this is not an ideal solution for either RANSW or the RADOs,
however as Create NSW has indicated that there is no additional funding from the NSW
Government it is a compromise that will address the short term urgency of ensuring the
stability of the Network by having 2021 – 2024 funding agreements in place.

Artstate Funding
We note that the Paper includes on-going funding for Artstate. Given that it has already run
very successfully for four years, the RANSW Board and the RADO Network agree that the
funds should be re-directed towards capacity building for the individual RADOs.
Artstate was only ever envisaged as a four year state-wide project with clear goals and
objectives. In discussion with the Network at the July meeting in 2019, it was recommended
that the project be evaluated over the four years to find if these objectives had been
achieved. The Western Research Institute has been contracted to undertake this evaluation
following Artstate Wagga Wagga. As part of this research they will review all the postArtstate surveys, hold two focus groups at Artstate Wagga Wagga to get feedback from
those who have attended a number of the events and undertake a broad ranging survey of
all attendees over the four years of the project. It was felt by RANSW that an independent
evaluation was the best mechanism to discover the successes or shortcomings of the event
and to determine any future needs
This final report is expected to be completed in February 2021. It should be noted that
$200,000 received each year from Create does not fund the all the costs associated with the
event. Additional funding is raised from the host council ,that includes a considerable amount
of additional in-kind support, and through grants obtained from competitive grants rounds
including Australian Government funding. Artstate has received grants from Building Better
Regions Fund, Australia Council for the Arts, Regional Arts Fund, Destination NSW, NSW
Health and TAFE NSW. Considerable in-kind support has been provided annually from
Artstate’s Regional University Partner and ABC regional radio. Earned income from
registrations and input from RANSW from previous fundraising activities provides additional
cash. The running of Artstate costs on average $450,000 pa.
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CASP
We note that the Paper has included the Country Arts Support Program (CASP) as part of
the operational costs of RANSW. Given that the entire CASP funding is distributed as grants
this is somewhat misleading as it implies that RANSW benefits financially from the Program.
CASP has been offered to regional communities since 1986 and is a well known, well
recognised small grants program that is respected for its local assessment by the RADOs.
There have been some amazing projects resulting from CASP funding and RANSW
produced a snapshot of the Best of CASP in 2019 http://regionalartsnsw.com.au/wpcontent/uploads/2012/10/Project-Highlights-from-the-CASP-2019.pdf. Many CASP recipients
leverage additional funds or support to deliver these community projects and for many years
it has been a stepping stone for organisations building skills and capacity to apply for other
grant programs. CASP was last reviewed in 2016 during the process of moving all Arts NSW
onto the SmartyGrants system.
Nevertheless, RANSW Board and the RADO Network agree that the funding set aside for
CASP should be distributed directly to the RADOs. The Network has reported that they and
the CASP applicants find the process of applying for the grants onerous and cumbersome.
We agree that it would be more efficient for each RADO to instead deliver a micro-grants
program that responds to the unique circumstances of each region. This approach would be
consistent with the Paper’s goal of providing RADOs with more autonomy and would ensure
that the grants respond to locally identified needs and RADO strategic plans.
Options 2 & 3
We cannot support either Option 2 or 3 as neither option has been supported by the RADO
Network.
However, we make the following comments in relation to the Option 2 and 3; there are a
number of services currently offered by RANSW to the Network that cannot be delivered
successfully by a ‘lead RADO’ or Create NSW. Perhaps the most significant of these is the
advice and support that is provided to individual RADOs, EDs, Chairs and Boards to deal
with specific issues that impact on their operations.
The issue that RANSW deals with include human resource matters, meetings with local
governments, governance matters, financial management issues, recruitment as well as
personal matters. It was expressed at the EDs meeting that they would be highly unlikely to
seek the advice of their peers in such cases and the Chairs have also advised us how highly
they value this service.
These services are provided quietly and confidentially to Executive Directors and their
Chairs to assist in the operation of their volunteer- led organisations. Lead RADOs are
unlikely to have the expertise to provide this advice, and EDs and Chairs are unlikely to seek
advice of this nature from a peer organisation. In discussions with the RADOs, the
importance of this advice and support was consistently mentioned.
We believe that it is highly unlikely that Create would be in a position to provide these
services particularly because it is the RADOs funding body which could be seen as a conflict
of interest.
On the other hand, shared experiences and information is highly valued and through the
various meetings and forums RANSW arranges for the Network, there is always an
opportunity to exchange operational and project information amongst the groups. RANSW
has a site on the backend of its website where shared documents, including the policies and
procedures developed by the RANSW Board are available for the RADOs to use and adapt
to their own requirements. This site is only accessible via a members’ log-in.
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On a more public front, RANSW has advocated on behalf of the Network to all three levels of
government over many years. It would be extremely difficult for a ‘lead RADO’ to undertake
this role as an independent voice on behalf of its peers and impossible for a government
agency to do so.
RANSW advocates for the RADOs with local government and others, visiting their regions
and spending time with councillors and council staff to explain the importance of council’s
continued support. Again, we do not believe that a ’lead RADO’ could undertake this role
and indeed it would be questioned by local government. It is not a role that is usually within
the jurisdiction of state agencies.
It is also critical that NSW maintains a strong voice in the national conversation. RANSW has
this year undertaken a number of surveys and research projects to inform its advocacy
strategy. Specifically, research undertaken in the impact of COVID-19 on regional arts
organisations led to an invitation to present these findings to the Senate Select Committee
on COVID-19 in Canberra on 30 June.
The results of this survey indicated that the two greatest challenges facing artists and arts
organisations in regional NSW were:
a) social distancing; and
b) access to the internet/NBN.
This information prompted RANSW to undertake a further survey to unpack the issue of
internet/NBN access. This survey was broadly distributed through the regional Network and
through the networks of other NSW service organisations including Theatre Network NSW,
the Regional Conservatoriums’ Association, NAPACA, Music NSW and Accessible Arts. The
resulting report was submitted to the Inquiry into the business case for the NBN and the
experiences of small businesses convened by the Joint Standing Committee on the National
Broadband Network on 15 September 2020.
RANSW has actively campaigned on behalf of the Network for an increase to their core
funding for the past 18 months through meetings and correspondence with State MPs and
Ministers with regional interests. It could be argued that this has been successful in Create
NSW recognising the impact of the advocacy campaign and the solution to defund RANSW
as an option to address this issue.
RANSW also provides a Group Insurance Scheme for the RADOs and 150 affiliate
organisations ranging from the Finley Arts Network to the Tamworth Short Film Festival to
Colour City Creatives in Orange. These small, incorporated arts’ organisations rely on
RANSW’s Group Insurance Scheme to provide them with the affordable insurance they need
to operate.
The group policies provide both a considerable saving for the participants as well as an
annual update on the current insurance environment.
The RADO Network currently participates in the group policy for:
• Cyber Liability and Privacy Protection
• Association Liability
• Journey Insurance
• Workers Compensation
• Business Pack – EDI
• Motor Vehicle Insurance
• Voluntary Workers
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•

Broadform Liability (PLI)

In addition, Voluntary Worker and Broadform Liability policies are available to affiliate
members of RANSW providing considerable cost savings to these organisations.
Again a ‘lead RADO’ or Create NSW would not be in a position to take over the operation of
the Scheme. Without RANSW, the Scheme would fold, leaving those regional organisations
uninsured.
Finally, usually unseen by most, RANSW gathers information and statistics together to
respond to government inquiries and hearings and to inform policy direction. For example, in
early 2020, data collected by RANSW about the impact of the summer bushfires on the
NSW regional arts sector followed by the research into the impact of COVID-19 restrictions
was instrumental in feeding into Regional Arts Australia’s (RAA) bid for increased Australian
Government support.
This resulted in the Federal Government’s announcement of support for the arts sector in
April with an injection of an additional $10m to be delivered through the mechanism of the
Regional Arts Fund (RAF). This translated into an additional $1,186,814 in funds directly to
artists and arts organisations in regional NSW in 2020 on top of the annual program
allocation of $444,614 bring a total of just over $1.6m of Australian Government money.
Again, this is not an activity that could be performed by a ‘lead RADO’ and certainly not
Create NSW who often seek information that can be provided by RANSW.
While we recognise that it is a Federal Program, RANSW administers the Australian
Government’s Regional Arts Fund (RAF) which brings significant funding for larger projects
through the Project Grants category and a five day turnaround for Quick Response Grants of
up to $2,000.
RANSW is fully set up to deliver this program for the Australian Government and
demonstrated this in the short timeframe from the announcement of the funding in April to
the program opening 1 July. The final stage of the RAF Boost, RAF Recovery is now open
for applications. The assessment processes and allocation of funds for the rest of the RAF
are now complete.
There are two issues:
1. The Australian Government devolves this program to the regional arts agency in
each state not the state government. The Office for the Arts has indicated that it
would not consider devolving this program to a ‘Lead RADO’ on a rotating basis nor a
government agency. In the periods that a government agency has delivered the
program (eg Arts Queensland while it was developing a new, devolved model for
regional development), it was a temporary arrangement until a state service
organisation was identified.
2. All the Regional Program Administrators together with RAA are shortly to begin
negotiations with the Office for the Arts for a new Deed for the Regional Arts Fund.
The RAF is designated as an ‘ongoing fund’ by the Australian Government and the
new Deed negotiations will revise the guidelines and priorities for the next four to six
year agreement. RANSW has the detailed knowledge and experience in RAF Deed
negotiations to undertake this role with the best interests of the artists and arts
organisations of regional NSW at the forefront.
Both the delivery of the RAF and the Group Insurance Policy program provides NSW
regional organisations with solid financial benefits.
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In summary, the staff and directors of RANSW have a unique set of skills and experience
that are different to those required to manage a RADO. While the RADOs delivery strategic
priorities and projects that support the arts and cultural development needs of their diverse
regions, RANSW supports the RADOs to ensure they can fulfil their objectives. RANSW
does not compete with the RADOs to secure project funds or deliver projects unless, like
Artstate, they have a state-wide benefit.
The RANSW Board does not support the proposed defunding of RANSW because this is not
what the Network we represent wants. Our wide consultation on this issue has provided us
with clear feedback that it wants RANSW to continue to provide services, support and
capacity building to the Network.
Defunding one part of the regional arts network is not the answer to providing sufficient
funding for the rest. However, RANSW does believe that the proposal put forward as Option
4, above, will alleviate some our concerns and that it will provide a positive outcome for our
members.
ABOUT REGIONAL ARTS NSW
The Regional Arts network has evolved over 75 years
The Arts Council of NSW, (now known as RANSW) was established in 1946 as a Sydney
based organisation with the aim of ‘taking culture to the bush’. The current decentralised
model enabling regional self-determination through the establishment of Regional Arts
Boards in partnership with local government, commenced development following the
McDonnell Review commissioned by the NSW Government in 1996. The Arts Council was
completely restructured in 1998 in order to implement these recommendations with
previously responsibilities around touring and support taken over by the then newly formed
service organisations, Museums and Galleries NSW and Arts of Tour. 2021 would mark the
75th anniversary of RANSW as an ongoing arts organisation and one of the longest
continually operating in NSW. The Network as a concept has been developing and evolving
over the past 22 years. During the past 15 years there have been two NSW Government
commissioned reviews of this program in 2007 (Australia St) and 2015 (Lois Randall
consulting).
Regional self determination and autonomy was imbedded as the basis of this ‘new’ concept
for regional arts and cultural development, with 12 of the 14 RADOs (as they are now
known), having been incorporated since 1996, with the newest, Western Riverina Arts
incorporated in 2011. As a point of comparison, Arts Queensland moved away from
supporting the Arts Council of Queensland to develop a new decentralised model with a city
based secretariat as recently as 2017. The rest of the states’ regional arts organisations
(except NT and Tasmania) are still based in their capital cities with varying programs
servicing their regional areas.
Structure
RANSW is a Company Limited by Guarantee under the Commonwealth Corporations Act. In
2009 the Board and members undertook a complete review of its governance changing its
membership to the Regional Arts Boards (now RADOs) as entities rather than individuals
and moving to a skills based board of nine directors, five of whom must be based in regional
NSW and four co-opted members to complete the desired skills base. The current board has
seven directors based across regional NSW currently from Wagga Wagga, Goulburn,
Singleton, Tamworth, Bathurst, Grafton, Deniliquin with two directors based in metropolitan
regions. Directors bring a huge diversity of business, sector and art form expertise that
contributes significantly to the strategic direction of the Company. Directors are appointed on
a rolling system of two year terms with a maximum term of three terms. This ensures that the
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leadership and governance of RANSW is continually refreshed with new thinking. Since
2010 RANSW has appointed an Aboriginal Director to ensure that there is a voice from this
sector.
In order to ensure that the interests of the members (RADOs) are best represented at a
governance level, the chairs of the RADOs make up the RANSW Advisory Council that
meets annually for a day of peer support, networking and professional development prior to
the AGM every April. This body has the power to appoint Regional Directors and advise the
RANSW on strategic directions for the Company.
The RANSW Board and Advisory Council provide strategic directions while the RANSW and
RADO staff members work collaboratively together on operational matters.
Services
In the development of the regional Network, RANSW initially provided a considerable
number of services for the developing new organisations including financial management,
recruitment support, fleet management, mobile phone management and so on. These
functions were gradually handed to the RADOs with fleet and phone management finally
discontinued in 2009.
RANSW continues to deliver core services to the Network in its capacity as a membership
based organisation. These include:
• Group insurance policies.
• Meetings and forums
• Professional development
• Surveys and research
• Field trips and regional travel for meetings and events
• Facilitating engagement and partnerships with metropolitan, state and national
organisations.
• Advocacy and representation nationally and internationally
In addition to these core services, RANSW addresses its other key priorities of Promoting
the Value of the Arts through its Communications program and the annual staging of
Artstate; the Grants programs and supporting and promoting Aboriginal Arts and Cultural
Development.
The regional Aboriginal Arts Officers (AAOs) meet annually in Sydney (see below Meetings
and Forums) where a specific program is developed to connect them with Sydney based
institutions and Aboriginal curators. Ongoing support for this network is provided through a
private Facebook account where they can share information. In 2019, RANSW
commissioned the Western Research Institute to undertake a research project that analysed
the work done in this field by RANSW and the RADOs over the past decade and provide
recommendations for the future. This was submitted to Create NSW in August 2019. It was
planned to use this document to leverage further support from the Australian Government
particularly addressing the need for job security for the AAOs in order to develop more
sustainable support for regional Aboriginal Artists. This report has not yet been released for
publication.
Meetings and forums
RANSW felt that the discussion paper did not recognise the value or the multiple purposes
that the Sydney based meetings and forums delivered as a service to the network. RANSW
arranges three face to face meetings a year in Sydney with input into the agenda
development by a nominated ED. The reason these meetings are held in Sydney is a simple
exercise in logistics. All regional staff can travel to Sydney on a direct flight, saving money
and time. When we held an EDs meeting in Dubbo, prior to Artlands in 2016, those not in
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driving distance had to catch two flights changing in Sydney. Many spent considerable time
waiting for their connections.
All meetings are not held in the Sydney CBD. In February 2019 the meetings were held at
Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre with a bus arranged for a site visit to the Campbelltown Arts
Centre in order to make connections with these major western Sydney Arts Centres.
However, feedback from the participants’ survey was that the general preference was to hold
face to face meetings in the CBD.
Facilitating partnerships with metropolitan organisations is always part of the agenda and a
considerable amount of time, thought, planning and organisation is required RANSW invites
presenters to the meetings and allows individuals to follow up if the matter is of interest.
Presenters are not only from the arts sector but have come from Heritage, Environment, the
Office of the Children’s Guardian, TAFE and other government and non-government sectors
with an interest in regional affairs.
Meetings do not just involve EDs. RANSW facilitates joint meetings with separate agendas
including topics of interest for regional staff members. The group of Aboriginal Arts Officers
generally meets in February and the Communications Officers in July. These meetings are
developed in consultation with these groups by RANSW team members responsible for
those areas.
As well as general networking, peer support and facilitating metro-regional contacts,
RANSW also offers specific professional development workshops for matters concerning the
Network. In recent years these have included a full day on risk management training, half
day sessions on financial management, strategic communications, copyright and human
resources.
Numerous partnership opportunities have been facilitated. As an example, the Australian
Museum provided a full day forum for the EDs introducing them to all their department heads
and providing an opportunity for them to offer feedback into the Museum’s planning for
regional engagement.
In partnership with the MCA, a contingent of regional Aboriginal Arts Officers (AAOs) was
able to spend a week behind the scenes of the Museum as it prepared to mount the String
Theory exhibition. Before the funding ceased for this program, RANSW arranged and
funded a week long trip to Canberra where they were able to participate in the opening and
workshops of the 3rd Indigenous Triennale, visit the Koori collections at the Australian
National Museum and discover the resources at AITSIS. Further fieldtrips included the 10th
Mildura Palimpset to explore the Weaving Along the Murray project. At each February
Network meeting, RANSW schedules a separate day’s agenda for the AAOs to meet and
connect with the Aboriginal curators and collections at the Sydney based state institutions.
RANSW also funded the membership fees for the RADOs top enable them, to join TNN’s
half day forums including the State of the Sector Forum at Belvoir St Theatre and the
Gathering and workshop at the Eternity Theatre where the EDs were able to contribute a
regional voice to the discussion.
Field Trips and Regional Travel
There is a two way benefit to RADOs and RANSW having RANSW team members travel
regularly to the regions throughout a normal year. These trips are planned in consultation
with the RADO to support and amplify the work they are delivering in their region. The
itineraries are as varied as the regions and may include a round of meetings with councils,
coincide with a RADO board meeting, to attend special events of significance such as the
official opening of the Outback Arts Creative Arts Centre in Coonamble, provide one on one
support and advice to a new ED or view arts projects supported by the RADO.
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Most recently a planned series of grant writing workshops to support newer EDs, including
the delivery of these workshops to Aboriginal groups in the West Darling Arts region, had to
be cancelled due to COVID-19. RANSW quickly developed a partnership with Creative Plus
Business to deliver these workshops via webinar with a focus on the RAF and the RAF
Boost programs. Two were offered - one during working hours and a subsequent session
after hours. The audience sizes exceeded all previous webinars delivered by Creative plus
Business and two further are planned this year. However, it is unlikely that the targeted
Aboriginal groups from the far West would have participated due to lack of access to
technology in these remote regions. Regional field trips help to build and strengthen network
relationships while providing an advisory opportunity for EDs during long car trips.
RANSW benefits from understanding the diverse landscapes, demographics, economies
and cultural practices across the state and the local issues faced by individual RADOs. This
adds authenticity to all RANSW’s representations on behalf of regional NSW. The
organisation has acquired a broad and deep understanding of regional communities and
issues beyond the arts sector.
Local Government
A review and possible structural change to the network as part of the second stage of this
review should not be undertaken without full consultation with local councils as contributing
partners to the program. As support for the RADO contributions is not a requirement of the
reporting arrangements required by the Department of Local Government, it is a credit to the
quality of the programs delivered by each RADO to meet the needs of their specific
communities that contributions are maintained by the majority of regional councils, despite
the pressures in other areas of their budgets.
It needs to be recognised that local government across the state is the major owner and
developer of cultural infrastructure and the largest employer of professional arts workers.
The average amount of funding for the years 2016 – 2019 to the RADOs from councils
contributions was $932,461. This amount is 47.5% of the core funding contributed to RADOs
by Create NSW and should not be discounted. Additional project funds and earned income
by the RADOs varies across the years as illustrated in the graph below.

RADO - Income Sources
3,500,000
3,000,000
2,500,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
1,000,000
500,000

Create NSW Core Funding
Council Contributions
Project Funding
Other Income & Auspiced Funds

-

(Source RANSW Annual RADO survey).
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Attachment 1
RANSW Review of operations 2019
1. NETWORK SUPPORT
Meetings
Three network meetings were held on 23 – 24 Feb, 23-24 July and 26 – 27 November.
The February meeting was held at the Casula Powerhouse and was the first meeting held in
Western Sydney since 2009. This meeting was attended by the EDs and Aboriginal Arts
Officers and included a morning excursion by bus to Campbelltown Arts Centre where
Michael D’Agonstino put together a great program including lunch. There was considerable
interest from peak state and federal agencies in presenting to the AAO network. EDs
meeting included presentations from Create NSW, MAAS, a 2 hr financial management
workshop presented by David Sharpe and an hour of RADO Business discussing managing
stress, burn out workloads, tools for support including EAPs and staff management HR
issues. Create NSW was represented by Alex O’Meara, Grainne Brunsdon, Sam Wild and
Julia Pucci. Peter White floated between both meetings. Topics covered included updates on
Arts 2025, Economic impact report, new Aboriginal Cultural strategy, Cultural Infrastructure
plan, updated Aboriginal protocols, Creative Kids, and the ACP opened 25 February. 11
EDs and 9 AAOs attended this meeting.
The July meeting was programmed at the Arts Exchange to follow the Artstate launch at the
Australian Museum and included the Communications Officers and the EDs. In response to
feedback from the survey at the February meeting, a half day professional development on
Communications as a strategic management function was delivered by C7EVEN. Create
NSW presented separately to the EDs and the Communications officers with additional
presentations from Critical Stages and Musica Viva. 11 EDs attended (2 were overseas on
leave) and 7 Comms Officers, 4 of whom were new appointees.
RANSW hosted the network annual dinner at Wild Ginger on Tuesday night.
The final Network meeting: 26 – 27 November was held at the Arts Exchange. The critical
topic was the future of the network under the as yet unknown Create NSW review. RANSW
partnered with TNN to enable all EDs to attend the TNN State of the Sector forum addressed
by The Hon Don Harwin, NSW Minister for the Arts, Adrian Collette AM, CEO Australia
Council for the Arts and Antonia Seymour, CEO of Arts on Tour at Belvoir St Theatre. 11
EDs attended.
Surveys were conducted following the February and July meetings to evaluate this service
and to determine future topics.

Teleconferences
RANSW hosted a number of teleconferences throughout the year, including Artstate
Tamworth production meetings and pre- conference panel meetings. The CEO also
conducted numerous industry meetings via teleconference, including providing feedback for
the Regional Engagement Guidelines Project, sitting on RAA Regional Program
Administrators Meetings and a briefing for the network on the supplemental acquittal
questions with Create NSW.
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Metropolitan Arts Organisations Engagement
RANSW has developed ongoing relationships with a number of Sydney based arts
organisations providing a significant conduit between metropolitan and regional
organisations. Formal and informal meetings take place throughout the year including
providing opportunities to present at regional network meetings, attendance at various
networking functions and scheduled meetings to discuss specific agenda items.
In 2019 RANSW partnered with the Casula Powerhouse to hold the first Western Sydney
meeting for the network in over a decade that included an excursion to the Campbelltown
Arts Centre for an overview of their programs. RANSW also partnered with the Theatre
Network NSW for the EDs to attend the State of the Sector Form at Belvior St and with the
MASS for its annual Regional Stakeholders Forum that includes a presentation by one to the
network’s EDs. These partnership enable a two way exchange for is a regional presence in
city events.
Artstate provides an excellent opportunity for metro-regional engagement. RANSW again
partnered with the Australian Museum for support for the Sydney launch of Artstate
Tamworth in October. Following on from their successful pre-event forum in Bathurst, Arts
on Tour presented a salon in Tamworth that was complemented by a morning pre-event
session presented by Critical Stages. A number of metropolitan and national organisations
took up the opportunity to attend Artstate Tamworth and the Tamworth Regional Gallery
partnered with the Art Galley of NSW to curate Exploded Textiles demonstrating Tamworth’s
long commitment to fibre art. This was the highest attendance at the gallery in 2019.
The CEO continues to sit on the Regional Conservatoriums Advisory Group hosted by
Department of Education.

Arts management support
RANSW staff members are continually called upon to provide advice and expertise for the
network.
The CEO provides information and advice to EDs and Chairs of regional boards in matters
relating to human resources management, policy development, governance, federal and
state government policies/changes, relationships with local government and other relevant
issues. RANSW’s Board reviews and updates policies annually which are available for
RADOs to download from a secure section of the website. All other staff provide relevant
information according to their expertise in matters of financial management, funding
programs, communications and Aboriginal arts development. The RADO network members
also share resources, expertise, information and peer support.

Group insurance
Regional Arts NSW offers group insurance policies for its members (RADOs) and affiliated
members (local arts organisations, LAOs). These group policies offer participants
considerable savings on their insurance costs and a premium product. At the 2017 AGM, the
members approved an alteration to the definition of affiliate members in the Constitution to
include regionally based arts organisations (LAOs) within Australia. This enables interstate
regionally based arts organisation, in particular from Queensland where the state body was
wound up in 2016, to participate in the group insurance for LAOs listed below.
• Broadform Liability or ‘Public Liability’ Insurance (RADOs and LAOs)
• Voluntary Workers Personal Accident Insurance (RADOs and LAOs)
• Association Liability Insurance (RADOs)
• Business Package (RADOs)
• Journey Insurance (RADOs)
• Motor Vehicle Insurance (8 RADOs covering 10 vehicles)
• Cyber insurance (new 10 RADOs)
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In 2019 there were 139 affiliate members.
In 2015 RANSW partnered with Artsure by Finsura to develop an insurance package tailored
to insure the risks of individual artists who are not covered by the group insurance policies.
The growing number of participants in this new policy is leading to a reduction in premiums.
There are currently 157 active policies for individual artists and 263 individual policies for art
groups.
To address the many enquiries directed to RANSW, a resource on Insurance is located on
the website that includes general information on the two types of group insurance policies
available to all RANSW members (Public Liability and Voluntary Workers Personal Accident
Insurance), the new insurance for individual artists, as well as a ‘frequently asked questions’
section.

Staff and phone support
RANSW staff members answer a myriad of phone and email enquiries from regional artists,
arts organisations, community groups and RADO personnel. The largest group of enquires
are about our grants programs (see tables below).

RANSW Funding Program Phone
Enquiries by Month 2019
Total Calls 650
70
51

Jan

49
42

37

80

71
65

49

60

41
35

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec
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RANSW Funding Program Email
Enquiries by Month 2019
Total Emails 2540
290
270
250
220
180

170

Feb

Mar

250

230

200

180

180

120
Jan

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

In 2018 there were 1046 calls and 1727 email enquiries about the funding programs
demonstrating an ongoing trend away from phone enquiries and increased email enquiries.
Overall enquiries increased from 2173 in 2018 to 4267 in 2019. An increase of 96.36%

Policies
The Board adopted a Cyber Policy at the April meeting to ensure all measures were in place
to protect RANSW from the increasing level of cyber crime and to comply with insurance
requirements. The Board schedules an annual review of all policies at the July meeting. All
RANSW policies are available on a password protected part of the website for use by the
RADOs in policy development.

Field trips
Field trips and regional travel are an integral support service for the RADOs and their staff.
Trips are generally undertaken by the CEO and cover an itinerary developed by the
Executive Director according to the needs of local RADOs. They are often the levers
required to get meetings with key personnel in local councils and other regional
organisations. They help to demonstrate that the RADO is part of a strategic state-wide
program for delivering arts and cultural development. Regional travel also provides EDs with
professional support by enabling them to discuss freely the issues facing their regions, helps
enhance network relationships and reduces a sense of isolation, especially in areas where
there are very few arts professionals. Field trips are often scheduled to coincide with RADO
board meetings to support the ED, provide advice and to build relationships with the RANSW
Advisory Council members. Other regional travel occurs on request to attend significant
events, participate in forums, to attend board meetings and to sit on ED recruitment panels.
The CEO spent 60 days travelling in 2019. Eleven regions were visited in this period. As
Artstate Tamworth was the major event of 2019, four trips were made to Tamworth and the
Arts North West region for a total of 24 days including travel days scheduled around
significant milestones including the local launch of Artstate, meetings with local stakeholders,
production and site visits and the event itself.
Ten other regions were visited during the period including Eastern Riverina Arts, Southern
Tablelands Arts, South East Arts, Arts Northern Rivers, South West Arts, Western Riverina
Arts, Out Back Arts, West Darling Arts and Arts OutWest
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The CEO travelled interstate to attend meetings in Canberra and Melbourne as well as
travelling to Kuala Lumpar, Malaysia, to attend the IFACCA World Summit on Culture in
March.
Summary
• 21 trips
• 60 days on the road
• Visited 11 regions
• 22 regional towns visited (Tamworth and Wagga four times, Goulburn and Leeton
twice)
• Attended 4 RADO board meetings (West Darling Arts, South East Arts, Arts OutWest
and Arts North West,) and met with other board members during regional travel.
• Drove around 40,000kms.

Annual survey.
RANSW conducted its annual survey of the RADOs in March 2019 for the year ended 30
December, 2018. This survey looks at the combined income sources and comparisons for
the network illustrated in the graphs below.
In 2018 the combined total investment in this state-wide program was $3,678,640 (up by
$734,430, 24.9% on 2017) including the core funding from Create NSW of $1,964, 00
(unchanged since 2013).
Contributions from regional councils were up by 3.4% tof $959,749 (an increase of $32,353
from 2017).
Project funds increased by 25.93% to $2,165,555 (up $445,942)
Other earned income increased by86.18% to $553,336 (up $256,134).

RADO - Income Sources
2,500,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
1,000,000
500,000
-

Create NSW Core Funding
Council Contributions
Project Funding
Other Income & Auspiced Funds
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RADO - Projects Funding: Create NSW
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2. GRANTS PROGRAMS 2019
RANSW administered three grants programs for supporting the arts in regional NSW, the
NSW Government’s Country Arts Support Program (CASP) and the Australian
Government’s Regional Arts Fund (RAF), which comprises an annual grant program and the
Quick Response Grant Program (QRGs).
1. Country Arts Support Program
CASP is an annual small grants program that supports community arts and cultural
development in regional NSW. Applications closed on August 3rd and successful applicants
were notified on November 30th, 2018. The funding pool for 2019 was divided into 15
regions: the 14 RADOs and an additional ‘region’ that enables applications for local
government areas that do not contribute to the RADO network. The 14 RADOs were
allocated $18,699.68 & non-contributing regions were allocated $9,000.00.
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The maximum grant amount range between $3000 - $5000. Applications are assessed by
local regional panels. A state panel is convened to assess applications from noncontributing councils and to review the assessments from the RADOs prior to submitting to
Create NSW as recommendations to the Minister.

For the 2019 CASP funding round:
• 108 applications were received, requesting a total of $372,535
• 83 successful applications were funded a total of $259,535
• Activities took place in 77 localities and 46 local government areas
• Approximately 208 artists were employed with CASP funds on a temporary or
contract basis
• An estimated 3630 people actively participated in projects
• An estimated 28,456 people attended project outcomes such as performances or
exhibitions
• Approximately $208,902 in cash contributions and $692,565 in ‘in- kind’ support was
provided for projects
• Breakdown of all allocations and recommendations per region, 2019 Allocation pool:
$250,000 Arts NSW allocation plus funds carried forward = $270,795.47

Region

AMNC
ANW
ANR
AOW
AUH
ERA
MA
ORA
OUTB
RANSW
SEA
SWA
STARTS
WDA
WRA

No.
of
apps
7
10
7
7
12
6
7
5
6
1
8
9
6
9
8

Amount
requested

Apps
recommended

$20,761
$29,150
$34,793
$20,440
$31,898
$17,210
$25,935
$18,000
$23,770
$2,910
$20,608
$39,690
$23,000
$41,150
$23,220

6
6
4
7
8
6
5
5
5
1
8
5
5
5
7

Amount
approve
d
$17,961
$17,800
$18,699
$18,699
$18,698
$17,210
$18,700
$18,000
$18,700
$2,910
$18,608
$18,700
$18,000
$18,150
$18,700

% of apps Unallocated
requested funds
86%
60%
57%
100%
67%
100%
71%
100%
83%
100%
100%
56%
83%
56%
88%

$738.68
$899.68
$0.68
$0.68
$1.68
$1,489.68
$0.00
$699.68
$0.00
$6,090.00
$91.68
$0.00
$699.68
$549.68
$0.00
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CASP 2019 Artform Distribution
Community Arts and
Cultural Development
Dance

8%

Digital Arts

18%

Film

30%

Literature
Multi artform

8%

1%

Music (including Opera and
Musical Theatre)
Screen
10%

6%
6%

8%

1%

2%

Theatre (including Circus
and Physical Theatre)
Visual Arts (including Craft
and Design)
Youth Arts

2019 CASP by Priority Area
Youth
Disability Groups

9%

Indigenous

16%

CALD
65%

10%

2.Regional Arts Fund (RAF): Community Grants and Quick Response Grants
The Regional Arts Fund is designed to benefit regional and remote arts practitioners, arts
workers, audiences and communities and has two programs: Community Grants and Quick
Response Grants. The Community Grants program supports sustainable cultural
development in regional and remote Australia and meets the strategic priorities of supporting
participation in, and access to, the arts as well as encouraging greater private sector support
for the arts. It is a four-year program devolved to RANSW from Department of
Communications and the Arts (DoCA).
The funding round for RAF Community Grants projects commencing in 2019 closed on
August 10th 2018, and applicants were notified on December 13th 2018.
• 66 applications were received, requesting a total of $1,122,831.50
• 18 successful projects were funded a total of $402,765.50
• Of the successful applications, 11 were funded under New Initiatives, 4 under
Partnerships and 3 under Small Regional Festivals Support
• Performance and visual arts remain strong arts forms for NSW RAF applications,
and many applications were cross-art form.
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RAF 2019 by Artform
Crafts and Textiles

3%

Cross Art Form

9%
22%

Dance
Digital Media
14%

Literature
Music

4%

7% 3%

4%

Photography

7%

Theatre

The Quick Response grant program has $10,000 allocated for each quarter. Quick
Response grants offer funding of up to $1,500 for regional artists, arts organisations and
communities to respond to unique arts opportunities that present themselves at very short
notice.
In the 2018-19 calendar year for the Quick Response grant program:
• 53 applications were received, requesting a total of $68,519.71
• 34 Successful projects were funded a total $43,027.03
For the combined Community and Quick Response Grants for 2019:
• Approximately 135 artists were employed with RAF funds on a temporary or contract
basis
• An estimated 7,041 people actively participated in projects
• An estimated 197,110 people attended project outcomes such as performances or
exhibitions
• Approximately $674,833 in cash contributions and $288,577 in ‘in-kind’ support for
projects

2019 QUICKS by Artform
Crafts and textiles
4%
26%

Cross art form

8%

Dance
15%

9%
15%

4%
4%
15%

Digital media
Film
Literature
Music
Theatre
Visual arts
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3. PROMOTING THE VALUE OF THE ARTS.
3.1 ARTSTATE TAMWORTH
Following the success of ARTLANDS DUBBO 27 – 30 October, 2016, an iteration of the
biennial Regional Arts Australia national conference and Arts Festival, RANSW recognised a
need to continue a state based version due to the high number of NSW delegates (57%)
attending the Dubbo event, and to build on the opportunity to showcase excellence in
regional arts practice in NSW. A four year proposal was developed for a shorter conference
program and a multi-genre regional arts festival in four different regions of NSW. In 2019,
the third Artstate conference and festival was delivered in Tamworth 3 – 8 November, 2018.
The two day conference addressed the themes of On Country – In Country: respect for
Country that deepens knowledge of arts, culture and regional practice and Arts in the
Age of Uncertainty : how the Arts address the big issues of our day. In developing these
themes we referred to the feedback and reports from Artstate Bathurst and thinking about
the different strengths of each region in NSW. The accompanying arts festival featured a
diverse program of performances, exhibitions and projections featuring the artists of the
North West region. Artstate was presented in partnership with Arts North West with funding
from Create NSW, Australia Council for the Arts, Tamworth Regional Council and
Destination NSW. Local stakeholders contributing to the program included Tamworth
Conservatorium, Tamworth Regional Gallery, Tamworth Entertainment Venues, University of
New England, ABC New England North West and Tamworth Local Aboriginal Land Council.
195 delegates attended Artstate Tamworth 142 from regional NSW, 43 from Greater
Sydney, 8 interstate and 2 international. The region was impacted by severe drought and
bushfires at the time which impacted on final numbers. However, the continued high
attendance from Sydney demonstrates the value of the event in bringing metropolitan and
regional arts practitioners and administrators together to focus on the strength and quality of
arts practice in regional NSW.
(A separate report will detail this event.)
3.2 WEBSITE & SOCIAL MEDIA
The Regional Arts NSW website regionalartsnsw.com.au continues to be the main platform
for promoting, informing and communicating the work of the Regional Arts NSW Network.
The website is updated on a regular basis with a mix of events, grants, news from regional
and kindred organisations, personnel changes and employment opportunities. Case studies
of CASP and RAF projects are prioritised and the website is used to broadcast many of the
major projects of the RADOs.
There were 45,981 visitors to the website (up 3.64%) and 63,419 website sessions. The
majority of visitation came from Sydney, followed by Melbourne and the other capital cities.
The top regions from which people accessed our website for 2019 were: Newcastle and The
Central Coast, Wagga Wagga, Coffs Harbour, Bathurst, Dubbo, Albury, Port Macquarie,
Orange, Tamworth, and Armidale.
The RANSW Grants calendar attracted the most views on the website followed by CASP,
RAF and Quick Response Grant, in that ordered. Other popular pages included Awards and
Prizes, News and Events and Employment News, in that order.
The Artstate website www.artstate.com.au, was refreshed and updated for the Tamworth
event and together with Facebook, Twitter and Instagram social media accounts were
managed internally until June then by C7EVEN communications for the remainder of the
year. . Artstate news was promoted through the RANSW website and social media
platforms as well as these secondary accounts, and Artstate sliders were featured on the
website, along with a permanent logo link.
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E-Newsletter
RANSW currently has 4,250 contacts in the e-newsletter data base, 3,310 of these are
subscribers (up 2.92%). 18 e-newsletters were distributed for core business, including
special edition e-news letters for festivals (such as Artstate Bathurst wrap-up, Easter
Festivals and Artstate). 4 media releases were distributed throughout the year for funding
and grant opportunities, Artstate Tamworth and Artstate Wagga Wagga Announcements.
RANSW Social Media Summary
• Twitter followers are 6,899 (up 1.97%)
• Instagram followers are 1,746 (up 26.25%)
• Facebook followers are 1,236 (up 55.67%)
Print and Marketing Collateral
The 2018 Year in Review is an abridged version of the Annual Report’s Review of
Operations. It was printed and distributed to federal and state Members of Parliament,
General Managers and Mayors of local councils, the CEOs of other state regional arts
organisations, funding agencies and to all RADOs as required. The balance was inserted
into delegates’ bags at Artstate Tamworth following positive feedback from Bathurst the
previous year. The full text and 2018 financial statements are published on the Regional Arts
NSW website.
3.3 COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
RANSW hosted a face-to-face meeting with the Network in Sydney in July and was
scheduled to coincide with the media launch for Artstate Tamworth at the Australian
Museum. They, together with the EDs then attended a half day professional development
workshop in Strategic Communications presented by Sara Crowe and Susie Laurence from
C7EVEN. The following day they held a separate meeting with the Create NSW team then
time for peer sharing and group discussion before re-joining the EDs for the second
afternoon session.
The evaluation survey indicated that most were very satisfied with the program.
Total RADO Reach
RANSW surveyed all the RADOs to determine the combined reach of the network. Figures
at December 2019 were as follows:
• 15,458 E-newsletter subscribers
• 29,961 Facebook followers
• 13924 Twitter followers
• 17,011 Instagram followers
Combined Network Reach (14 RADOs + RANSW)
• 19,708 E-newsletter subscribers
• 31,707 Facebook followers
• 20,823 Twitter followers
• 18,775 Instagram followers
Notably the regions have a far greater social media engagement through Facebook and
Instagram while RANSW engages mainly on Twitter and through the E –newsletter.
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3.4 ADVOCACY
Meetings and communication with members of parliament.
• Ongoing communications throughout the year with the office of the Hon. Don Harwin,
MLC regarding Artstate. The Minister spoke at the Sydney launch of Artstate, the
opening Ceremony and the commencement of the Speakers program.
• Further meetings were held with the Hon Ben Franklin MLC in his role as the
Parliamentary Secretary for the Arts. He also attended Artstate Tamworth and spoke
at the Artstate Dinner on behalf of the Minister.
• There was also ongoing communication with the Hon Kevin Anderson MP who
launched Artstate at the local launch in Tamworth, spoke at the Sydney launch and
attended the opening.
• Regional meetings were held with the Hon Adam Marshall MP in Armidale and
Janelle Saffin in Lismore.
• RANSW lodged a submission to the Legislative Council’s Parliamentary Enquiry into
Music Festivals in July.
Agency meetings
Create NSW
Create NSW underwent yet another restructure following the NSW state election in
March. The agency was moved to the Dept of Premier and Cabinet to make up part
of an ‘Engagement Cluster’. There were many changes of senior personnel as well
as the implementation of a complete change to their grants process. These changes
created a year of uncertainty within the arts sector, especially the small to medium
sector and the regional arts network. Some of the devolved funding programs were
eliminated for 2020, however CASP was not affected. A review of service
organisations was announced at the end of 2019 and the process for multi-year
funded service organisations and the network was unknown. RANSW responded to
the draft Terms of Reference for the review.
•
•
•
•

Create NSW staff continued to present to each of the network meetings and
the RANSW Advisory Council meeting.
RANSW responded to the Terms of Reference for the Service Organisations
Review
RANSW submitted the Aboriginal Arts and Culture Officer Review and Policy
Issue Paper to Create NSW 14 September.
RANSW wrote to Create NSW (then) Executive Director on Behalf of the
network for an injection of funds due to the continued roll over of funding
contracts (unsuccessful)

Department of Communications and the Arts (DoCA)
RANSW continued to meet with DoCA during the year regarding the RAF and the
Aboriginal Grants programs (ILA and IVAIS). Following the Federal Election in May,
a new Minister, Sen Paul Fletcher was appointed and the Arts was subsequently
rolled into a new Department , the Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional
Development and Communication as of 1 February, 2020.
Regional Arts Australia (RAA)
RANSW continued to monitor the development and new leadership structure at RAA
throughout the year to ensure that the organisation was operating within its financial
constraints, providing national leadership and benefits to its members. The RANSW Chair,
Julie Briggs continued to sit on the RAA board and report to each board meeting. RANSW
renewed its membership in October and will continue to monitor the progress of RAA under
its new leadership.
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RAA continued to administer the RAF as a devolved fund and is negotiating the new deed to
take effect 1 July 2020.
The CEO continued to attend the RAA CEO phone meetings when they did not clash with
pre-existing RANSW meetings and a face to face meeting in Melbourne 2 September.
The CEO attended the Creative Regions Summit in Canberra in November together with 3
RADO EDs and 2 board members.
The RAA Chair, Simon Spain, presented to the RANSW Board meeting in July.

4. ABORIGINAL ARTS DEVELOPMENT
This program is a major priority for RANSW funding for Aboriginal Arts Officers embedded in
the RADOs has almost dried up. Only two AAOs in the network are supported on triennial
agreements through the IVAIS program and two further applications from the network in
2019 were unsuccessful. The rest of the AAOs currently in the network are part of project
funding from a variety of sources.
Note that the term AAO is a generic term and does not reflect their individual titles
After many changes and delays, RANSW finally contracted the Western Research Institute
to undertake an Aboriginal Arts and Culture Officer Review and Policy Issues Paper to
enable RANSW to advocate for a more equitable and sustainable funding model. This
review was submitted to Create NSW in early August, but we have no had sign off to publish
it or to consider its recommendations. This report will be used to develop a future policy for
RANSW and was planned to feed into the new Create NSW Aboriginal Arts and Cultural
Policy. Both are still works in progress.
There is still an appetite for the AAO network to meet face to face annually, and this year
they met at the Casula Powerhouse on 26 and 27 February, alongside the scheduled
network meeting. They were given a program overview and tour of Casula Powerhouse
before heading to Campbelltown Arts Centre for a similar event. Returning to Casula they
met with the Create NSW team, Tammy Close, Tahjee Moar and Melodie Gibson; Marcus
Hughes from the Indigenous Collections MASS; Ian RT Colless and Kevin De Preez,
Manager Capacity at the Australia Council, were briefed on the Australia Council / NIACA
Consultation by Lydia Miller & Joanne Brown and took part in a NAVA Consultation, Amala
Groom, Wesley Shaw & Penelope Benton.
Eleven AAOs attended from Orana Arts, South East Arts, Arts OutWest, Murray Arts, West
Darling Arts, Arts Northern Rivers, Out Back Arts and Saltwater Freshwater Arts Alliance
from the Mid North Coast.
RANSW continues to grow the Aboriginal program at Artstate which this year featured
Gamilaroi Country and was held in Tamworth. Speakers, presenters and performers took
part in all aspects of the event, including the opening ceremony, welcome the delegates and
the handover to the next host city
Create NSW were planning to repeat their Aboriginal Engagement program in Tamworth, but
this eventually did not proceed. as part of the process of developing a new government
strategy for the department. As part of this program a number of the participants were
supported to attend the first day of Artstate Bathurst.
Sharni Jones, RANSW Director, continues to provide advice and connections for RANSW
and regional the network. Lexie Reeves, Manager Grants, continues to be responsible for
coordinating the AAO network as part of her broader role.
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5. LEADERSHIP - EFFECTIVE GOVERNANCE AND SUSTAINABLE FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
Board Matters
The board met five times during the year to oversee the governance of the organisation. At
the AGM on 10 April, 2019 Dr Travis Holland and Patrick Healey were elected to the Board
by the members to replace Stephen Champion and Ben Roche who had completed their
terms and Paul Scott-Williams was re-elected for his third term. Stephen and Ben were
thanked for their 6 year commitment to RANSW and presented with a gift to commemorate
their service.
At the Board meeting the following day, Julie Briggs was appointed Chair, Paul ScottWilliams Deputy Chair and David Dwyer, Treasurer.
Additional appointments were Nick Pickard as Board representative on the RAF panel and
Sharni Jones as Chair of the CASP panel. Julie Briggs agreed to continue represent
RANSW on the RAA Board.
Regional Arts NSW Public Fund
The Public Fund was administered according to the regulations of the Register of Cultural
Organisations. Julie Briggs, Travis Holland and Bridget Guthrie were appointed as Trustees
of the Public Fund on 11 April, 2019.
Audit
The annual full year audit was undertaken in January by Stephen J Miller and Co. A further
mid-year audit was undertaken in July, 2019 to acquit federal government grants.
Funding Matters
1. Create NSW
RANSW entered the fourth year of its current agreement with Create NSW for core
operations including the administration of CASP. Note that this contract has been extended
to 2020.
Following the success of ARTLANDS DUBBO, RANSW was able to obtain funds for a new
NSW focussed event showcasing Regional Excellence, Artstate NSW. This is a four year
project combining a speakers and arts program in four different regions of NSW. The first
event, Artstate Lismore was held 30 November – 3 December, 2017 the second, Artstate
Bathurst was held 1 – 4 November, 2018 and the thirst. Artstate Tamworth was delivered 31
October – 3 November, 2019.
RANSW received funding to undertake a research project investigating Aboriginal and
Cultural Development in regional NSW. This report is was completed by the Western
Research Institute and delivered to Create NSW in mid June, 2019
2. Department of Communications and the Arts (DoCA) – Arts Division
2.1
RAF
From July, 2016 the RAF is administered by RAA on behalf of the Department and managed
in NSW through Smarty Grants. RANSW no longer has a direct contract with the
Department. The RAF Grants (Community Grants and Quick Response) continued to be
administered according to the guidelines (See full report Section 2 Grants).
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3. Artstate Funding
RANSW was successful in obtaining additional project funding for Artstate Tamworth
from Destination NSW Meet in NSW program, the Australia Council for the Arts and from
Tamworth Regional Council.
Staffing Matters
Linda Gao was contracted temporarily 1 Feb to supply Communications services until 30
May. Although conducting a recruitment search we were unable to fill this as a staff position
and outsourced this work to C7EVEN Communications commencing 1 July. Lexie Reeves
continues in the role of Manager, Grants and Projects and Pru Tan is Manager Programs (4
days). The financial management continues to be contracted out to Company Prophets. Dr
Jane Kreis supported the company with a Research and Development contract until 30
June.
At the September meeting the Board agreed that the workload of the CEO was
overwhelming and approved allocating reserves for a full time General Manager until the
current agreement with Create NSW concludes in December 2020. Patrick Healey, formerly
GM at NORPA resigned from the Board to take up this position.
All Artstate personnel are contractors brought in as required to deliver the project. All are
based regionally.
All RANSW IT is now cloud based enabling regional contractors and core staff to operate
remotely.
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Attachment 2
RANSW AFFILATE MEMBERS 30/9/20
Alice Springs Art Foundation Inc.
Art Lovers Movement
Art Whitsunday Inc.
Arts Council of Gulgong
Arts Council of The Dorrigo, Inc.
Arts Deloraine
Arts Gunnedah Inc.
Balranald Southern Cross
Bathurst Arts Council
Bellingen Community Arts Council Inc.
Binalong Arts Group Inc.
Borderline Regional Arts Association Inc.
Bourke Arts Community Inc.
Bowraville Arts Council
Braidwood Regional Arts Group
Burambabili Gulbali Association Inc.
Caldera Regional Arts Inc.
Candelo Arts Society
Canowindra Arts Inc.
Coastal Claymakers Inc.
Cobar Arts Council
Coffs Harbour Arts Council
Colour City Creatives Inc.
Community Printmakers Murwillumbah
Coonabarabran Arts Council
Coonamble Arts Alive Society Inc.
Corowa Theatre Company Ltd
Craven Creek Music Association Inc.
Creative Caldera
Creative Gunning Inc.
Creative Mullumbimby Inc.
Deloraine Stringfest Tasmania Inc.
Dorrigo Plateau Music School
Dubbo Filmmakers Inc.
Dungog Arts Foundation Ltd
Dungog Arts Society Inc.
Edgy Art Inc. t/a Sculpture Bermagui
Evans Arts Council Inc.
Finley Arts Network
Forbes Arts Society
Galleries in the Gardens
Glen Innes Arts Council
Glen Innes Pottery Club Inc.
Gloucester Arts and Cultural Council Inc.
Goulburn & District Arts & Crafts Council
Grenfell Artists Incorporated
Gulgong Amateur Musical & Dramatic
Society
Gunning Focus Group
Hands on Weavers
Harden

Henty Active Arts Inc.
Hill End Arts Council
Hinterland Art Group Inc.
Hunters Writers Centre Inc.
Illawara Association for the Visual Arts
Inc.
Iluka Emporium Inc.
ImaginArta
Inverell Cultural & Arts Council
Jervis Bay and Basin Arts
Kalari-Lachlan River Arts Festival Kiama
Art Society
Kyogle and District Arts Council Inc.
Lachlan Arts Council
Lake Light Sculpture Inc.
Lanescape Goondiwindi Inc.
Lennox Arts Board Inc.
Leven Regional Arts Inc.
LightnUp Inc.
Lismore Friendship Festival Inc.
Live @ the Wharf Inc.
Macleay Valley Arts Council
Maitland Arts Council
Manning Winter Festival
Mid-North Coast Writer's Centre Inc.
Millhouse Art Society of Milton
Montague Arts & Craft Society
Montreal Community Theatre
Morayfield Community Crafts Association
Inc.
Moree Arts Council Thespians Inc.
Mullumbimby Gateway Association
Incorporated
Mulwaree Arts Council
Murrurundi District Arts Council
Music Theatre Projects
Nambucca Valley Arts Council
Narrabri Art and Craft Society
Incorporated
Narrandera Arts & Creative Network Inc.
Newcastle Writers Festival Inc.
Newcastle Youth Orchestra
Nimbin Aquarius Foundation Inc.
Nimbin School of Arts Inc.
North Coast Ceramics Inc.
North Coast Women's Festival
Oberon Arts Council
Old School House Gallery Inc.
Orange Chamber Music Festival Inc.
Orange Regional Arts Foundation
Outback Theatre for Young People Inc.
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Parkes Musical and Dramatic Society
Pomona Arts Inc.
Project Contemporary Artspace Inc.
Queanbeyan Arts Society
Queanbeyan Quilters Inc.
Raglan Gallery & Cultural Centre
Scone Literary Long Weekend
Scotts Head Events Committee
Incorporated
Sculpture in the Vineyards Inc.
Sculpture On The Farm Inc.
SeedArts Australia Inc.
Shellharbour City Arts Society Inc.
Showstoppers Performing Arts Company
Snowy Monaro Arts Council
South West Rocks Arts & Crafts
Association Inc.
South West Rocks Arts Council
South West Rocks School of Arts Inc.
Southern Highlands Youth Arts Council
Stokers Siding Memorial Hall Committee
Studio BE
Sweeney's Art and Craft Cottage Inc.
Tamworth Short Film Festival
Taree Arts Council
The Art Space Urunga Inc.
The Ballina Arts and Craft Centre Inc.
The Big Scrub Orchestra
The Cad Factory
The CORRIDOR Project
The Performing Artists of Dungog Inc.
The Wired Lab Ltd
Tilligerry Arts Group Incorporated
Townsville Art Society
Tumut Art Society Inc.
Two Fires Festival of Arts and Activism
Inc.
Two Rivers Arts Council
Uralla Arts Council
Vacy Community Arts Centre
Varuna The National Writers House
Visual Art Society of Yass
Warren Arts Council
Warren Chamber Music Festival Inc.
Wauchope Community Arts Council
Wee Waa Community Arts & Cultural
Centre
Wellington Art Centre Incorporated
West Tamar Arts Group Inc.
Wilderists Inc.
Wingham Akoostik Music Festival
Wollombi Valley Arts Council
Wollondilly Arts Group
Woolgoolga Art Group Inc.
Writers of the Far South Coast Inc.

Wyoming Round
YASSARTS INC.
Young District Arts Council
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Regional Arts NSW
Strategic Plan

2021 -2024

Background
• Regional Arts NSW Ltd (RANSW) is
the peak body and service
organisation for the 14 independent
Regional Arts Development
Organisations (RADOs) in NSW. For
75 years, RANSW has worked
ceaselessly to promote art and
culture to and from the smallest to
the largest regional centres.
• RANSW is a non-profit membership
organisation

VISION
Connect, Advocate and Amplify Arts and Culture

OUR MISSION
Regional Arts NSW leads the conversation,
encourages collaboration, provides support and
celebrates achievement

OUR VALUES
Integrity, Authenticity, Courage, Reciprocity,
Collaborative, Respectful, Agility, Accountable

AUTHENTICITY

Collaborative

Respectful

OUR VALUES

OUR PURPOSE
1. To be the leader, voice and champion of regional arts and culture in NSW
2. To support, promote and advocate on behalf of the RADO Network
3. To influence government policies and funding
4. To support people living in regional NSW to access, participate in and
contribute to arts and culture
5. To recognise and support First Nations’ leaders and arts and cultural practice
6. To reflect the distinctive arts landscape
7. To foster innovation and collaboration

OUR PRIORITIES

Strategic Priorities

Operational Priorities

1. Government Relations

1. Network Support

2. Strategic Communications

2. Functional Communications

3. Partnership Development

3. Grants

4. Research and Evaluation

4. Business Operations

5. Governance

5. Project Delivery

Strategic Priorities: Goals
Government Relations
1. Develop and maintain relationships with key government
stakeholders.
2. Advocate for appropriate levels of arts and cultural funding into
Regional NSW.
3. Influence the development of policies that impact on Regional
NSW.
(Activities: Advocacy and Lobbying, Policy Development, Submissions, Funding)

Strategic Communications
1.

Ensure our publications demonstrate the value and
achievement of arts and culture in regional NSW.

2.

Develop banding that reflects the distinctive nature of
Regional Arts NSW.

(Activities: Annual Report, Branding, Strategic Plan Engagement, Publications)

Strategic Priorities: Goals
Partnership Development
1. Continue to engage and strengthen relationships with
kindred organisations.
(Activities: Relationship Building, Collaboration, Networks)

• Research and Evaluation
1.

Invest in research that demonstrates the contribution,
value and achievements of arts and culture in regional
NSW.

(Activities: External and Internal Research, Evaluation)

Governance
1.

Continue to deliver excellent governance in order to
ensure the safety, integrity and viability of Regional Arts
NSW

(Activities: Policies and Procedures, Risk Assessment, Appraisal, Succession,
Strategic Planning, Reputation Integrity)

Operational Priorities:
Goals
Network Support
1. Provide support to the Network of Regional Arts
Development Organisations in order to build
capacity and create professional opportunities
(Activities: Resources, Advice, Network Meetings, Regional Visits,
board Support, Professional Development/Capacity Building,
Information Sharing, Mentoring)

Functional Communications
1.

Optimise appropriate communication platforms
to promote the brand, activities and services of
RANSW

(Activities: Communications Strategy, Marketing Plan, Website, Social
Media, Newsletters)

Operational Priorities: Goals
Grants
1. Best Practice grants administration, negotiate guidelines,
reporting, access to regional artists
(Activities: Best Practice Grants Administration, Negotiate Guidelines,
Reporting, Ensuring Access to Regional Artists)

Business Operations
1.

Deliver efficient and effective business operations

(Activities: Advocacy and Lobbying, Policy Development, Submissions, Funding)

Project Delivery
1.

Identify appropriate opportunities to implement statewide
projects that contribute to the value of arts in Regional
NSW

(Activities: Events, Workshops, Capacity Building)

Julie Briggs
Chair
Regional Arts NSW
29 September 2020
Dear Julie
Arts North West (ANW), in response to the Create NSW Stage 1: Core Funding Discussion Paper, will be
advocating that our current successful model should remain the same – a decentralised model of RADOs
which are autonomous organisations with significant local decision making and supported by its peak body,
Regional Arts NSW (RANSW) in Sydney. ANW believes that if RANSW is dissolved, it would impact severely
on the network’s capability and would in fact hinder our operations. While advocating for the model to be
the ‘status quo’, ANW also believes it is an opportunity to renew and strengthen our relationship with
RANSW.
RANSW currently works with ANW in a number of ways:
• Advocacy and lobbying on behalf of the sector to all three levels of Government – local, state, federal
and across different portfolios and departments. Elizabeth Rogers, CEO RANSW was instrumental in
lobbying for Inverell Shire Council to return to the RADO network after a 5-year absence.
• A collaborative voice on behalf of the network. In 2020 this has included collating data on the impact of
drought, bushfires and covid in the regions. RANSW also makes submissions on our behalf to a number
of State and Federal government inquiries, the most recent being on the NBN.
• Networking and linkages with key metropolitan organisations which has allowed ANW to develop key
partnerships with organisations such as Accessible Arts NSW and Creative Plus Business.
• Provision of professional development for the network. In the past 2 years, this has included financial
management, risk management, governance and human resources.
• Management of Regional Arts Fund (Federal funding of over $1.6 million). This year RANSW was
instrumental in the substantial increase in this funding which has been invaluable for our region.
• Providing group insurance on a range of policies including Association Liability, Public Liability, Group
Journey, Cyber, Voluntary Workers
• Providing group insurance for Public Liability for artists and arts organisations in the ANW region at an
affordable rate.
• Individual support to ANW on a range of issues. In particular, Elizabeth Rogers and RANSW have
provided invaluable and independent troubleshooting around staffing issues and on the development of
our new governance structure in 2018.
Arts North West acknowledges Aboriginal people as the traditional custodians of the lands we work on;
we recognise the strength, resilience and capacity of Aboriginal people and respect the Aboriginal Elders past and present.
Arts North West is assisted by the NSW Government through Create NSW and the partnership of 12 local government authorities in the New England North West
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•
•
•
•
•

Elizabeth Rogers has attended ANW AGMs over the past 5 years, toured the New England North West
region in 2018 and 2019.
Elizabeth Rogers is instrumental in the recruiting and support of our new RADOs
Coordination of network meetings for the both Executive Directors, as well as Comms Officers
Comms/promotion across the network
ANW was the local RADO partner for Artstate Tamworth in 2019.

Furthermore, ANW believes that an increase of funding is necessary and crucial. In the short-term, a
reallocation of the $200,000 ‘Artstate’ funding, and the $250,000 CASP funding should be divided between
the RADO network, thereby gaining a $32,143 increase per year. Given that CNSW has had no increase to its
budget, we would then urge the State Government to source a sustainable increase from other portfolios,
portfolios where current RADOs are already making a considerable impact, including Regional NSW, Health,
Tourism, and Aboriginal Affairs.
Yours sincerely

Anna Watt
Chair
Arts North West
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29 September 2020

Julie Briggs
Chair
Regional Arts NSW
By email:

jbriggs@jbmsconsulting.com.au

Dear Julie
RE

NSW REGIONAL ARTS NETWORK REVIEW Stage 1: CORE FUNDING
LETTER OF SUPPORT FOR Regional Arts NSW

I write in response to this discussion paper and online meetings with Create NSW.
The Board of Southern Tablelands Arts (STA) strongly supports the continuation of funding at the
current level for Regional Arts NSW (RANSW) and its continuation as the peak body of the Regional
Arts Network for the period 2021-2024.
The STA Board is aware of the general terms, but not the detail of the Option 4/Modified Option 1
responses being put forward to Create NSW by the Executive Directors of the RADO network and,
generally, supports their responses.
The STA Board trusts in the codesign process described by Create NSW and expects that any
cohesive parts of the responses from the individual RADOs and from RANSW will be accepted in
good faith, and will form the basis of the Create NSW funding of the Regional Arts Network for the
next four years, informing all considerations for the proposed Stage 2 Strengthening the Regional
Arts Network codesign process.
The STA Board recognises and supports the important and wide role of RANSW:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

representing the RADO voices, similarities and differences across regional NSW
in-depth understanding of the diversity and unique situations of each RADO
presentation of a coherent and representative single voice to stakeholders and others
data collection across the network, analysis and distribution
advocacy for the vital role of arts and culture in all communities at all times
advocacy for funding for dedicated Aboriginal Arts and Cultural Officers for the RADOs
acknowledges RANSW success in securing the funding for ArtState
leadership in the delivery of excellent, innovative, informative and enjoyable indigenous and
professional development programming at ArtState events
leadership in the planning, capacity building and delivery of ArtState events
provision of education, information sharing and professional development for Presidents of
RADOs through annual meetings
management of the Regional Arts Fund grants and of CASP grants programs
the availability of the real benefits of umbrella insurance for RADOs and for others, through
the agreement reached with Finsura

STA recommendation:

That Create NSW maintains RANSW funding in full for 2021-2024.

www.southerntablelandsarts.com.au
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The STA Board and President have found RANSW CEO, Elizabeth Rogers to be available,
responsive, helpful and supportive at all times. In the last year or so we have received invaluable
and timely support from Elizabeth:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

in the difficult matter of a lengthy staff grievance and Fair Work complaint
her participation on the selection panel when STA was recruiting a replacement Executive
Director
addressing meetings of Contributing Council representatives and progressing the
conversations about regional NSW arts and culture, Council involvement and experience
throughout NSW
attendance at a Board meeting during new Board Members’ induction
attendance at important events such as Regional Gallery program openings and a farewell
event for the outgoing ED, offering reassurance to stakeholders, and reminding all of the
significant achievements of STA over 25 years
leadership and sound advice in moving STA towards outsourced, high-performing service
providers
direct contact sharing resulting in securing an affordable new auditor with significant
experience and expertise in the NFP sector

CASP
This is a hugely popular and well-known program, highly respected by STA Contributing Councils.
However, it is widely recognised as unwieldy and cumbersome by applicants, staff and assessment
panel participants. Senior staff involvement is very concentrated over a brief period as the required
applicant liaison is carried out. It is a program which attracts first-time grant applicants, our own
anecdotal evidence indicates that there is an unfortunate drop-out rate when applicants are unable
to complete applications in SmartyGrants. In recent years, late December notifications have caused
difficulty for successful applicants with January/February project delivery.
STA recommendation:

That CASP funding be shifted to RADOs for distribution as Micro
Grants.

ArtState
STA recommendation:

The ArtState annual funding allocation should be distributed
equally and in full among the RADOs for discretionary spending
to meet the strategic and operational needs of each individual
RADO.

This would be an effective increase in funding of 10%, going some way towards making up COL
movements not available in static funding received 2013-2020 and going forward for the next four
years at the 2013 level.
Broaden the role of RANSW
Over time, RANSW has demonstrated its understanding of and commitment to whole of government
regional arts and cultural policy and delivery and its capacity to successfully respond to change.
Without the demands of both CASP and ArtState it would, most likely, have some spare capacity.
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RANSW is uniquely positioned to play a vital role in:
1. The delivery of the NSW Government COVID-19 recovery assistance funding programs for
regional NSW arts and culture
2. The continuation and development of funding frameworks and programs from those
Departments and organisations charged with the delivery of whole of government policies
such as the NSW Ageing Strategy and the NSW Health and the Arts Framework through the
existing, experienced and embedded RADO Network
3. Assisting and supporting Create NSW in its work with Aboriginal Affairs NSW in the design
and development of arts and cultural responses to the new National Agreement on Closing
the Gap for implementation and program delivery by the RADO network
In conclusion and in reiterating its wholehearted support for the relevance and continuation of
RANSW and the Regional Arts Network and its 2021-2024 funding, the STA Board:
1. Strongly disagrees that the Regional Arts Network model ‘is potentially holding back the
growth of individua RADOs’ (p.7). We understand that ‘growth’ refers to increased capacity
for service and program delivery and we see this as directly impacted by the level of core
funding to RADOs.
2. Strongly disagrees with the ‘challenges’ facing the RADOs stated in the Option 1 ‘status
quo’ identified in the Create paper. RADO Boards enjoy autonomy in their own governance
and in their decision-making about programs and service delivery in their regions.
3. We reserve any opinion of the desirability of taking ‘a greater role in the governance and
development of the Network’ (p. 12).
In consideration of the Review as presented, RANSW holds a vital position to liaise, coordinate and
communicate with the 14 RADOs and to represent their interests, collectively and individually, to all
levels of government. As the NSW Government faces unprecedented challenges in supporting the
regional population through COVID-19, RANSW stands ready to broaden its role and to offer up the
existing, successful RADO network for implementation on the ground of whole of government arts
and cultural initiatives.

Yours faithfully
Susan Brindle
President

www.southerntablelandsarts.com.au

Julie Briggs
Chair
Regional Arts NSW
29 September 2020
Dear Julie,
Please regard this letter as Murray Arts continued support of Regional Arts NSW.
As one of the 14 Regional Arts Development Organisations (RADOs) in the NSW regional arts
network, Murray Arts punches well above its weight across 6 local government areas in NSW
and Victoria. We provide valuable services for artists, communities and local councils including
augmenting local tourism offerings, economic development, community & cultural strategic
planning and cultural infrastructure; we connect and support our creative communities using
our knowledge and expertise developed over twenty years; we cover rural areas of NSW where
no other arts organisations works; provide employment and amplify regional voices through all
of our work.
As our peak body Regional Arts NSW is an important piece of the NSW regional arts puzzle,
providing invaluable advice and support through regular network meetings and on an ad hoc
basis, and fighting the good fight with its constant advocacy and lobbying at all levels of
government.
While our focus is in our rural and regional communities, we acknowledge that the arts industry
and major government stakeholders are based in Sydney, and we believe that Regional Arts
NSW plays a vital role in being central and Sydney-based, able to attend and advocate from the
regions in the wider sector.
In response to the current Create NSW review, we believe that it is imperative that the funding
provided to RADOs is increased from additional funding. We urge Create NSW to consider the
role that the RADOs can play as further arts and culture funding is rolled out in local government
areas (such as the Local Government Authorities Arts & Cultural Programs Multi-Year funding),
strengthening programs such as this with our depth of knowledge and relationships built over
decades.

1

In reviewing the functions of Regional Arts NSW we can see an opportunity for the CASP funding
to be redistributed to the RADOs to be managed autonomously as microgrants, and further
funds found in the redistribution of Create NSW’s contribution towards Artstate, however we
will continue to urge Create NSW to find further funding to properly fund arts and culture in
regional NSW.
We look forward to continuing to work with Regional Arts NSW long into the future, and to
continue to provide invaluable arts and cultural services to our region.
Kind regards,

Tahni Froudist
Chair

Alyce Fisher
Executive Director
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OUTJ/\C<
building creative communities

rado@outbackarts.com.au
26 Castlereagh Street
PO Box 28 Coonamble, NSW 2829

www.outbackarts.com.au

Julie Briggs
Chair of Regional Arts NSW Board

Dear Julie,
For over 20 years RAN SW has provided support to the Regional Arts
Development Organisations of New South Wales as well as the numerous
local arts groups, local government organisations and individual artists and
performers. This support is highly individualised and based on the needs of
each request.
The work of RAN SW builds a cohesive regional arts network and the
advocacy it provides is necessary to the ongoing viability and success of
Arts and Culture in our remote area.
As the peak body RAN SW is instrumental in advocating at a state and
national level in the interest of supporting and promoting regional art
practitioners and organisations. The economic benefit of this is vital to the
remote communities of western NSW for whom arts activities are a major
tourist drawcard and for bolstering a sense of community for local
residents.
On behalf of the Outback Arts Board I write in support of Regional Arts
NSW and its continued support into the future.

Yours sincerely,

Kylie Harvey
Chair, Outback Arts
29 September 2020

PO Box 8272
CSU LPO

30 September 2020
Support for Regional Arts NSW
The Board of Arts OutWest strongly supports the need to retain Regional Arts
NSW. As a Board we feel extremely challenged by the poorly researched
Discussion Paper released by Create NSW on 15th September. Also, the short
response time is concerning due to the opportunity for genuine consultation
within this period of time.
The benefit of Regional Arts NSW to our RADO and the Board is significant. This
was not reflected fully in the Discussion Paper. Each RADO, while operating
separately, also enjoys the collaboration and cohesion available from working
across the NSW RADO network with Regional Arts NSW. The RADO network is
underpinned by our peak body, RANSW, who offer ongoing support on
governance, advocacy and management advice. This support is consistently
available to the RADO, the Board and the AOW Advisory Council as well as
regional arts groups and artists. The value of RANSW to the network must not
be under-estimated. RANSW assists our work in many areas. For the Board, the
opportunity for the Chairs to come together with RANSW is invaluable, allowing
a sharing of ideas and resources as well as assisting new Chairs to see how
other RADOs operate. For example, we found it particularly useful this year
that RANSW was able to organise a meeting of RADO Chairs as we faced the
challenges presented by Covid-19. RANSW organises guest speakers to lead
discussion on relevant issues at the Chairs meeting. These have included an
accountant discussing changes to tax law and constitutional experts to advise
on changes to board structure. We find RANSW very responsive to any needs
put forward by us or other Chairs. As a result, we feel we have input and feel
supported by RANSW. We also highly value the ability to seek confidential
advice. The vast range of the types of support given by RANSW is extensive
and beyond the scope that we can list in this letter.
The threat of losing this body significantly compromises the sector’s ability to
effectively advocate to government and communicate with clarity and precision
on the realities of artistic practice in the region. The Arts OutWest Board feels
it is important to have RANSW advocating at State and Federal level. It is the
independent advocacy for the network that we fear will be lost if either the Lead
RADO or Create NSW option is progressed, as Create NSW would not be able
to take this same responsibility. We reiterate our support for the continued role
of Regional Arts NSW as our peak body.
Regards

Bathurst NSW 2795
T 02 6338 4657
F 02 6338 4646
artsoutwest@csu.edu.au
www.artsoutwest.org.au
Arts OutWest is the
regional arts and cultural
development service for
the Central West of NSW
covering the local
government areas of:

Bathurst Region
Blayney
Cabonne
Cowra
Forbes
Lachlan
Lithgow City
Oberon
Orange City
Parkes
Weddin
Arts OutWest operates as
a non-profit incorporated
association and is an
affiliate of Regional Arts
NSW.
Arts OutWest’s program of
services is supported by:
The NSW State
Government through
Create NSW;
11 Local Governments of
the Central West;
Charles Sturt University.
Arts OutWest’s services to
the community are also
provided with the active
assistance and
cooperation of local and
regional media.

Supported by
Fran Charge
Chair, Arts OutWest
Representing the Board made up of: Deb Bardon; Margot Jolly; Amanda
Spalding; Adamd Deusien; Madi Hoborrow-Young; Maz Rees; Zeke Shaw;
Osla Thomason; Carly Brown (representing the 11 councils on the AOW
Advisory Council)

Mon 28th Sep, 2020

Ms Julie Briggs
Chairperson
Regional Arts NSW
10 Hickson Road
The Rocks NSW 2000
Via Email: admin@regionalartsnsw.com.au

Dear Julie,
I am writing on behalf of the Western Riverina Arts Board in response to the NSW Regional Arts
Network Review Stage 1 Core Funding Discussion Paper provided by Create NSW.
The Western Riverina Arts Board met today and discussed Options 1-3 as provided in the paper as
well as Option 4B as proposed during Friday’s (25 September 2020) meeting of the RANSW Advisory
Council. In response to the Review the Board unanimously expressed support for the continued
operation of Regional Arts NSW and noted the invaluable assistance that RANSW has provided and
continues to provide to our organisation. The Board felt that neither Option 2 nor 3 provided a
significant potential benefit to our organisation in fact it was concluded that those options, with
their attendant loss of advocacy, would be detrimental to potential future development. Of the 3
options provided by Create NSW Option 1, the Status Quo, while not providing the much needed
increase in funding that the Regional Arts Boards require would have been our preference.
The Board then discussed Option 4B as proposed by the RANSW Advisory Council wherein RANSW
would continue to operate as the peak body for Regional Arts in NSW with the funding previously
allocated to Artstate and the CASP Grants program devolving to the RADO’s. This funding to be
utilised to support local outcomes and provide funding for much needed Micro Grants. Option 4B
was unanimously supported by the Board as it was felt that, in the absence of the requested funding
increases, it would offer our organisation the greatest benefit and an increased flexibility to meet
local needs.
Kind regards
Susan Killham
Chairperson
Western Riverina Arts Board

Western Riverina Arts Inc.

INC9894595

PO Box 355, Leeton NSW 2705 Office: WCIC Building, 27-33 Chelmsford Place, Leeton
rado@westrivarts.com.au 0428 882 059 www.westrivarts.com.au

